ROYALSTAR
X-TRAS SERIES

Royalstar shells are constructed with 6 plies of straight grain wood plus two plies of ginga wood as the outer ply of the drum. The Wine Red and/or Brazilian Grain finishes available are lacquered to a semi-gloss resistance. The set comes complete with heavy duty Stag Master Series hardware, a 6½" Metal Shell snare drum, Chain-Drive Bass Drum Pedal, One-sphere tom tom holder and lacquer finished matching color hoops on the bass drum.
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Swingstar shells are built with 5 plies of straight grain wood. Truly a fine, high quality sounding drum, yet a drum designed to fit the most frugal of budgets. Swingstar sets come equipped with Omni-Sphere tom tom holders complete with key locks. Both the 5 and 6½ Chroma Metal snare drums are available along with the Fuxi-Mpoy bass drum pedal and chrome bass drum hoops.
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Stage Master Series

The new Stage Master Series has been dubbed the "lightweight Titans". As in the Titan Series, the Stage Master stands feature the same nylon bushings, Cymbal Mates, offset cymbal tines and superior craftsmanship. The Stage Master Stands feature lightweight but sturdy, single, straight steel legs.

Titan Series

Titan stands are truly the most reputable line on the market today. The phrase, "Road Proven by the Pros," was coined because over the years since its introduction, the Titan series has held up under the hard conditions of touring groups the world over. Improving on such a great product was unimaginable until Tama developed the new TOUCHLOCK™ system, now a standard on all the Titan stands.

Snare Drums

7005
Swingstar Snare Drum features Triple Flanged Hoops, Up-Right snare switch, Seamless Chrome Metal Shell with Stalw Coil snappy snare 6020 and available in 5" & 6½" depth.

Pedals

6730 Flexi-Flyer Pedal
6735 Original Chain-Drive Pedal

Sticks

Tama Oak Drumsticks come in one length (16"-405 mm) and five different diameters. With the selection of tip sizes available, Tama offers 15 different wood tipped sticks and four nylon tip sticks.

Multi-Clamp

Tama hardware has always opened up new possibilities for drummers. The Tama Multi-Clamp Hardware System opens them even further. With their rock solid stability, Tama stands can support other instruments and accessories in addition to what they were designed to hold. With Multi-Clamps you can add microphones, cymbals and accessories to your set without having to purchase additional stands. The wide selection of Multi-Clamps, ratchet arms and holders can handle just about any milking or accessory system you need.

Practice Pads

For drummers who already own set and want practice without disturbing others.
RP10 on 10' Drum
RP12 on 12' Drum
RP14 on 16' Drum
RP16 on 16' Drum